
JULIUS CAESAR SPEECHES ESSAY

Comparison of the Two Speeches in Julius Caesar In William Shakespeare's play The Tragedy of Julius Caesar, two
speeches are given to the people of Rome about Caesar's death. The effectiveness and ineffectiveness of both Antony's
and Brutus's speech to the people are conveyed.

Brutus is, at the start of the play loyal to Caesar but Cassius persuades Brutus to murder Caesar.
Anecdoteâ€”A brief recounting of a relevant episode. Analogyâ€”An analogy is a comparison to a directly
parallel case. To the people, Caesar was struck down in cold blood, and under false pretenses. Antony is able
to understand the mob, and tailor an argument full of emotional prompts that involve the mob, and make them
feel pity and empathy for Caesar, like when he points out the holes in Caesars cloak. In this paper I will focus
on the underlying meaning in the Underworld scene in Vergil's The Aeneid lines through  Mark Anthony used
superior speaking skills over Brutus and eventually won. Unintentional ambiguity is usually vagueness. By the
end of the speech, the people are out for blood. Although it is a good tactic, he did not emphasize it enough,
and seeing that it was the only emotional point in his entire dialogue, the pathos part of his argument left much
to be desired. I will also focus on three scenes in Ovid's Metamorphoses. Related Papers. Caesar wanted to run
Rome by himself. Antony was not an associate of Caesar during the military campaign that overcame the
Nervii, when he said Caesar first put on the cloak. Author: Brandon Johnson. Antony reminds the people of
Rome that Caesar was not ambitious because he gave his war spoils to the people of Rome instead of keeping
them for himself. Another way he manipulates the crowd is by using the pattern of three, this technique is used
to state something good about Caesar, then to compare it against the point that Brutus believed him to be
ambitious. Like it already has. Also, Caesar probably would not be wearing an old cloak he had fought battles
in to a ceremony at which he expected to be crowned. It is reassuring to note that undoubtedly these were the
exact words uttered by Julius Caesar, for they seem to sum him up perfectly. Detroit: Gale Research,  His
so-called "friends" have just betrayed him including his long-term friend Brutus who took place in the
assassination. Matthews, Brander. With Brutus gone, Antony can disprove everything Brutus said without
interference, and he does so with great ease, citing Caesars past actions and proving his lack of ambition.
While I will not be collecting this, it is on you to make sure that you are answering the questions as we go.
Mark Antony was another friend of Caesar 's that didn 't take place in the assassination and was also shocked,
scared, and confused on why people would do such a thing For these speeches to become livelier and not dull,
this scene will be changed into a thrilling play for the spectators to watch and enjoy Great speeches can be
inspiring, compelling, and even revolutionary â€” indeed, these speeches are deliberate, succinct, engaging,
and unforgettable. For example, Antony tells the crowd how he remembered the first time Caesar put on the
cloak that he died in. Literature Resource Center.


